[A preliminary study on the cavity forming of the facial prostheses based on three dimensional printing].
To investigate the feasibility of applying three-dimensional printing in the fabrication of facial prostheses cavity. The computer aided design (CAD) model of negative mold of a nasal prosthesis was generated with Magics RP software according to an existed CAD model of the positive pattern of nasal prosthesis (STL file). The negative mold and positive pattern of the nasal prosthesis were fabricated by three dimensional printing. The actual nasal prosthesis was produced by pouring silicon into the negative mold. The actual nasal prosthesis and rapid prototyping (RP) fabricated positive pattern were both scanned with a three-dimensional scanning system. Quantitative measurements of registration errors were calculated to evaluate the surface matching degree between the two models. The max positive error between the models of the actual silicon nasal prosthesis and the RP-fabricated positive pattern was 0.98 mm. It was located at the apex nasi area, and the max negative error was -0.64 mm. Facial prostheses cavity direct three dimensional printing can be one of the methods for automated fabrication of the facial prostheses.